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Electrostatic Model of Atomic Ordering in Complex Perovskite Alloys
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We present a simple ionic model which successfully reproduces the various types of composit
long-range order observed in a large class of complex insulating perovskite alloys. The model ass
that the driving mechanism responsible for the ordering is simply the electrostatic interaction betw
the different ionic species. A possible new explanation for the anomalous long-range order observ
some Pb relaxor alloys, involving the proposed existence of a small amount of Pb14 on theB sublattice,
is suggested by an analysis of the model. [S0031-9007(98)06793-3]

PACS numbers: 77.84.Dy, 64.60.Cn, 81.30.Bx
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Complex insulating perovskite alloys are of grea
interest for their actual or potential uses mainly be
cause of their exceptional dielectric and piezoelectr
properties [1]. Examples are the so-called “superQ”
mixed metal perovskites, such as BasZn1y3Ta2y3dO3
(BZT) or BasMg1y3Nb2y3dO3-BaZrO3 (BMN-BZ), which
can be used in high frequency applications because
their ultralow losses at microwave frequencies [2,3
Other examples are the “new” relaxor ferroelectric a
loys, such as PbsMg1y3Nb2y3dO3-PbTiO3 (PMN-PT)
or PbsZn1y3Nb2y3dO3-PbTiO3 (PZN-PT), which exhibit
extraordinarily high values of the piezoelectric constan
[4] and thus promise to improve the resolution and rang
of ultrasound and sonar listening devices [5].

An aspect that is not well understood about these co
plex materials is the compositional atomic ordering th
occurs in some compounds and not in others, and t
different kinds of long-range order (LRO) that can oc
cur. For example, increasing progressively the bulk com
position x in s1 2 xd BasMg1y3Nb2y3dO3 1 x BaZrO3
(BMN-BZ) leads to the following types of order for a final
sintering temperature of 1640±C [2]: the so-called “1:2”
ordering along thef111g direction for very small values of
x (i.e., lower than 5%); then “1:1” ordering alongf111g
for compositions ranging from 5% to 25%; and finally
disordering for larger values ofx.

The nature and strength of the compositional order m
have crucial consequences for the desired properties
the material. For example, previous research has sho
that the microwave loss properties of perovskite cerami
are very sensitive to theB-site cation order with theQ
value improving with increasing degree of order [3,6
Similarly, compositional fluctuations are believed to pla
a central role in the “relaxor” behavior in Pb-base
perovskite alloys [7].

Previous pioneering theoretical work [8,9] has bee
partially successful in describing the ordering in som
cases. In such models, the Coulomb interactions a
included indirectly via a cluster expansion of finite
range. While there is some justification for such a
approach [10], the ordering sequences that occur
complex materials such as BMN-BZ did not emerg
0031-9007y98y81(6)y1318(4)$15.00
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naturally, and thus the driving mechanism responsible
the ordering has remained somewhat obscure.

Motivated to resolve these problems, we decided to
vestigate a simple model that explicitly includes the lon
range Coulomb interactions between ions. In this mod
the energy is taken to be proportional to the electrosta
energy of an ideal system of ionic charges. We initial
expected that this very simple model might need to
augmented with corrective covalent terms before it cou
provide a useful account of the different orderings se
in real materials. To our surprise, the minimal model b
itself is remarkably successful. The purpose of this Le
ter, then, is to show that this very simple model provide
a systematic understanding of the complicated orderi
behavior of complex perovskite alloys, thereby provid
ing strong evidence that the Coulomb interaction betwe
ions is the dominant factor in determining such ordering

Our model assumes that the minimization of the ele
trostatic interactions between the different ions in th
compounds leads to the LRO seen experimentally. T
interaction energy in ABO3 perovskite compounds is then
expressed as

E 
e2

2

X
sltdfisl0t0d

QltQl0t0

ejRlt 2 Rl0t0 j
, (1)

where Rlt is the position in the ideal cubic structure
of the atom on sitet of cell l st  hA, B, O1, O2, O3jd,
and e is a dielectric constant providing some screenin
effects. While we find that this model can be successfu
applied to other cases (see below), we first limit ourselv
to divalent-A compounds having a commonA atom on all
A sites, and compositional freedom on theB site. In this
case, we haveQl,A  qA  12 and Ql,O  qO  22
independent ofl. Focusing on theB sites on which the
alloying occurs, we can decomposeQl,B as

Ql,B  qB 1 Dql , (2)
where the average valence qB is equal to 14 while
Dql depends onl. In order to preserve overall charge
neutrality, the averageDq of Dql over all cells must
vanish.

Substituting expression (2) forQl,B into Eq. (1), we
can writeE  E0 1 E1 1 E2, where the subscript refers
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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to the number of powers ofDq appearing in that term.
Then E0 is just a constant; it is the energy, within this
model, of an ideal divalent-A and tetravalent-B perovskite
compound. E1 can be written as

E1 
e2

2

X
l

Dql

"X
l0t0

qt0

ejRlt 2 Rl0t0 j

#
, (3)

but noting that the term in brackets does not actua
depend onl and using Dq  0, it follows that E1
vanishes. Thus the only term depending on the atom
order is

E2 
e2

2

X
lfil0

DqlDq0
l

ejRl 2 Rl0 j
. (4)

In fact, usingRl  la wherea is the lattice constant,

E2 
e2

2ea

X
lfil0

DqlDq0
l

jl 2 l0j
. (5)

Equation (5) demonstrates that our model can be redu
to focus only on the alloying sublattice (e.g., theB
sublattice in the present case). Moreover, the mod
is parameter-free in the sense thate2y2ea defines a
characteristic energy that will set the temperature sc
on which ordering will occur.

In the following, we apply our model to various case
of divalent-A compounds withB-site alloying. We thus
introduce aB-site-only notation. For example, IVxIV 0

12x
will denote a homovalent binary alloy having tetravalen
B atoms, e.g., PbsZrxTi12xdO3. In the same manner,
II s12xdy3IV xV2s12xdy3 will introduce a heterovalent ternary
such ass1 2 xd BasMg1y3Nb2y3dO3 1 x BaZrO3, which
is the result of mixing a II1y3V2y3 heterovalent binary
fBasMg1y3Nb2y3dO3g with a tetravalent-B bulk sBaZrO3d.

In view of Eqs. (2) and (5), two points are immediatel
obvious. (i) The present model does not allow IVxIV 0

12x
homovalent binary alloys to order, sinceDql is identi-
cally zero in all cellsl. This is in agreement with the
experimental absence of LRO in homovalent alloys [11
(ii) II 1y2VI 1y2 and III1y2V1y2 heterovalent binaries should
behave much the same, sinceDql consists in both cases of
equal populations of charge6n, wheren  2 and 1 for
II 1y2VI 1y2 and III1y2V1y2 alloys, respectively. Thus, these
two cases really differ only in the magnitude of the e
fective energy scale factorn2e2y2ea. By computing the
energy of a large variety of candidate structures and
performing Monte Carlo simulations for small tempera
tures (see below), we determined that the ground-st
(zero-temperature) structure predicted by the pres
model in these two cases is rocksalt, i.e., an altern
tion of 6n charged planes along thef111g direction.
This is precisely the LRO observed experimental
in PbsSc1y2Ta1y2dO3 [7,12], PbsIn1y2Nb1y2dO3 [11],
PbsYb1y2Ta1y2dO3 [13], PbsMg1y2W1y2dO3 [11], and
PbsCo1y2W1y2dO3 [11].

Similar calculations show that the present mod
also reproduces the ground-state 1:2 structure o
served in many II1y3V2y3 heterovalent binaries, such
as BasMg1y3Nb2y3dO3 (BMN) [2], BasZn1y3Ta2y3dO3
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(BZT) [14,15], BasMg1y3Ta2y3dO3 (BMT) [16],
BasSr1y3Ta2y3dO3 (BST) [16], BasZn1y3Nb2y3dO3
(BZN) [17], BasNi1y3Nb2y3dO3 (BNN) [18], and
CasCa1y3Ta2y3dO3 (CCT) [19]. That is, we do indeed
find that the structure minimizing the electrostatic energ
consists of one (111) layer of22 relative charges (e.g.,
Zn-derived in BZN) alternating with two (111) layers of
11 relative charges (e.g., Nb-derived in BZN) along th
f111g axis.

To extract further consequences from the model, it
necessary to solve for its thermodynamic behavior as
function of temperature. This is done using Metropoli
Monte Carlo simulations [20] in which the (electrostatic
energyE2 is given by Eq. (5). To be definite, we assign
a  7.7 a.u. ande  10. We normally limit ourselves
to 6 3 6 3 6 supercells since we checked that increasin
the size of the calculations up to12 3 12 3 12 supercells
does not change the results appreciably. We typica
use a very large number of trial moves (up to,3 3 107

in transition regions) in order to obtain good statistic
for each temperature. Since this corresponds to a lar
numbers,35 000d of sweeps, the initial configuration is
unimportant; it can either be chosen at random or s
to a given atomic order such as 1:2 or 1:1. To fin
the ground state, we first perform calculations at hig
temperature (e.g., 4000 K), and then very slowly decrea
the temperature until reaching a structure for which n
moves are accepted by the Monte Carlo program.

Once the thermodynamic state corresponding to a giv
temperature has been reached, the search for LRO is d
by calculating, from the Monte Carlo outputs, the Fourie
transform of the charge-charge correlation function,

hskd  a
X
ll0

DqlDql1l0 exps2ik ? l0d . (6)

Here a is a normalization factor, the sum runs over th
charges in theB sublattice, andk is the wave vector in
the Brillouin zone of the unit cubic cell. It can easily
be demonstrated thathskd is directly proportional to the
ensemble average of the square of the Fourier transfo
of the charge distribution. Thus, a large value ofh at
k  2ps 1

2 , 1
2 , 1

2 d corresponds to strong 1:1 LRO along the
f111g direction, while a peak inh at k  2ps 1

3 , 1
3 , 1

3 d
indicates 1:2 order along thef111g direction.

Figure 1(a)–1(c) show the predicted behavior o
hskd vs tetravalent compositionx at T  1000 K
for III s12xdy2IV xVs12xdy2, II s12xdy2IV xVI s12xdy2, and
II s12xdy3IV xV2s12xdy3 heterovalent ternaries, respec
tively. We find that progressively increasingx in
III s12xdy2IV xVs12xdy2 and IIs12xdy2IV xVI s12xdy2 leads to a
continuous transition from rocksalt-type order to a diso
dered state. This is consistent with the experimental fin
ings in s1 2 xd PbsSc1y2Ta1y2dO3 1 x PbTiO3 [19,21].
We also predict that the 1:1 rocksalt order can surviv
in II s12xdy2IV xVI s12xdy2 alloys up to rather largex. This
compositional difference between IIIs12xdy2IV xVs12xdy2
1319
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FIG. 1. Monte Carlo simulations of the long-range orde
parameterhskd vs tetravalent atomic compositionx for the
model of Eq. (5), with 6 3 6 3 6 supercells,a  7.7 a.u.,
e  10, andT  1000 K. Solid and dashed lines refer to 1:1
order fk  2ps 1

2 , 1
2 , 1

2 dg and 1:2 order fk  2ps 1
3 , 1

3 , 1
3 dg,

respectively. (a) IIIs12xdy2IV xVs12xdy2 ternaries; (b)
II s12xdy2IV xVI s12xdy2 ternaries; (c) IIs12xdy3IV xV2s12xdy3
ternaries.

and IIs12xdy2IV xVI s12xdy2 ternaries is due to the fact tha
the ground-state energy of the latter is 4 times dee
than that of the former (for a givene). Thus, quite a
large number of tetravalent atoms is required to induce
disordered state in the IIs12xdy2IV xVI s12xdy2 ternaries. We
varied the temperature for the IIIs12xdy2IV xVs12xdy2 and
II s12xdy2IV xVI s12xdy2 ternaries but found no qualitative
changes (e.g., new phases), although naturally the tra
tion from the ordered to the disordered phase is shifted
lower x with increasingT [22].

Figure 1(c) demonstrates that the atomic orderi
predicted in IIs12xdy3IV xV2s12xdy3 ternaries is even richer
than in the previous two cases. We find 1:2 ord
along f111g for small x, then 1:1 rocksalt order for
intermediatex, and finally a disordered state for eve
larger x. These predictions are in remarkable agreeme
with recent experimental observations of precisely th
ordering sequence as a function ofx in the microwave
ceramics s1 2 xd BasMg1y3Nb2y3dO3 1 x BaZrO3 [2],
s1 2 xd BasMg1y3Ta2y3dO3 1 x BaZrO3 [23], and
s1 2 xd BasZn1y3Ta2y3dO3 1 x BaZrO3 [24]. We find
numerically that the critical value ofx at which the
crossover occurs from 1:2 to 1:1 order depends on
temperature used in the Monte Carlo simulation, as w
as on the value of the dielectric constant in Eq. (5
Increasing the temperature or increasing the dielec
1320
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constant leads to a decrease of this crossing comp
tion. For example, keeping the lattice constant equal
7.7 a.u. and using a dielectric constant of 15 yields a cr
cal compositionxc , 5% for T  1000 K. (A further
increase in temperature or dielectric constant leads
alloy disorder even at smallx composition.) Moreover,
our calculations also confirm a suggestion based
experimental observations [2,23] for the structure respo
sible for the 1:1 order. Specifically, when we observe 1
order forx , 25%, we find a rocksalt structure in which
one sublattice is almost entirely occupied by pentavale
atoms, while the second sublattice is basically compos
of the divalent and tetravalent atoms plus the remaini
pentavalent atoms. The figure also indicates that
strongest 1:1 order occurs for a bulk composition of 25%
which is consistent with the experimental findings th
the 1:1-order x-ray reflections seem to reach a maxim
for x  0.25 in s1 2 xd BasZn1y3Ta2y3dO3 1 x BaZrO3
(BZT-BZ) [23].

On the other hand, there is a noteworthy excepti
to the ordering sequence shown in Fig. 1(c). Name
in II s12xdy3IV xV2s12xdy3 ternaries for which the diva-
lent A atom is Pb, the 1:2 ordering isnot observed
as x ! 0. Instead, these compounds exhibit wea
1:1 x-ray reflections all the way down tox  0, as
observed in PbsMg1y3Nb2y3dO3 (PMN) [25–27] and
PbsMg1y3Ta2y3dO3 (PMT) [28]. As this appears to be
at variance with our model, some explanation is clea
required. First, we note that our model predicts that t
1:2 and 1:1 ordering types are very close in free energy
II s12xdy3IV xV2s12xdy3 ternaries at smallx. It is thus pos-
sible that in II1y3V2y3 binaries for which theA sublattice
is occupied by Pb, some physical mechanism may oc
that is responsible for triggering the 1:1 order in place
the 1:2 type. For example, a possible mechanism mi
be the covalency induced by the existence of short Pb
bonds in the lead compounds [29]. The difference
covalency between Pb compounds and Ba compounds
been previously proposed to explain the difference in t
ferroelectric behavior of PbTiO3 and BaTiO3 [30].

However, we wish to propose another possible mech
nism for the existence of weak 1:1 order in PMN an
PMT, related to the multivalent nature of the Pb atom. A
is well known, Pb can be either divalentor tetravalent,
in view of its s2p2 valence electronic configuration
Indeed, as much as 5% of Pb14 has been experimentally
reported in PMN [31]. These tetravalent Pb ions we
initially thought to be sitting on theA sublattice of the
perovskite alloy [31]. However, very recent experimen
on PbsSc1y2Ta1y2dO3 (PST) films indicate the presence o
some Pb14 on theB sublatticeof the perovskite structure
[32]. Thus, we would like to raise the possibility tha
the Pb14 atoms in PMN sit on theB sublattice. In this
way, the application of Eq. (2) to PMN must recogniz
the existence of three species on theB sublattice: Mg12,
Nb15, and a small number of Pb14 (with relative charges
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22, 11, and 0, respectively). The prediction of the
present model for this case is again just that indicated
Fig. 1(c): only a small amount of Pb14 (i.e., a small value
of x) is needed to give rise to the weak 1:1 order observ
in PMN and PMT. Interestingly, the existence of Pb14 on
the B sublattice of II1y2VI 1y2 and III1y2V1y2 heterovalent
alloys, e.g., PbsCo1y2W1y2dO3 and PST, will not lead to
a change of ordering type. This is clearly shown i
Figs. 1(a) and 1(b): whetherx is small or exactly equal
to zero, the 1:1 order is the only ordering predicted by o
model for IIs12xdy2IV xVI s12xdy2 and IIIs12xdy2IV xVs12xdy2
ternaries. In other words, unlike in PMN, the inclusio
of a small amount of Pb14 ions in PST may change the
strength of the ordering but will not change the nature
the order itself.

While we have chosen to focus above on nonmagne
perovskite insulators withB-site substitutional disorder,
our model is by no means limited to this case. In fac
the substitutional “impurity” may even be a vacancy
Denoting the latter byf g, our model predicts that the
ground state ofsCa1y2f g1y2dTaO3 should adopt the 1:1
rocksalt order of the Ca atoms and vacancies on t
A sites. This is exactly the type of LRO observe
experimentally in this system [19]. The extensions t
magnetic perovskite insulators or to simultaneousA-
site andB-site disorder, with possible incorporation o
spin contributions or covalent effects into the model, a
promising avenues for future work.

In summary, we have demonstrated that a purely ion
model is able to reproduce the various types ofB-
site compositional LRO observed in a wide variety o
binary and ternary perovskite alloys. The remarkab
success of this approach strongly suggests that the m
driving mechanism responsible for the LRO occurring i
heterovalent perovskite alloys is simply the electrostat
interaction between the different species. We also ra
the possibility of a new mechanism in which a sma
amount of Pb14 on theB sublattice may be responsible
for (or at least contribute to) the weak 1:1-order x-ra
reflections observed in some Pb relaxor systems.

This work is supported by the Office of Naval Researc
Grant No. N00014-97-1-0048. We acknowledge B. P
Burton and T. Egami for many very useful discussions.
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